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Abstract- H.264/AVC provides the capability to encode highly
compressed videos by exploiting spatiotemporal redundancy.
High compression is needed to transmit videos over bandwidth
restricted channels, but also increases its vulnerability to
transmission errors. The loss of one packet may lead to the loss
of an entire frame, and subsequently degrading the quality of the
following frames. We propose an error concealment algorithm
for H.264/AVC that will estimate the lost frame based on motion
information from the previous frames. We give importance to
the frames close to the lost frame, but also consider the motion of
other previous frames. The results show some improvement over
conventional methods of concealing frame losses such as frame
copy and motion copy methods.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Video transmission over lossy networks, such as a
wireless network, may degrade the visual quality of the
decoded video. Of special interest is the highly compressed
video using the latest video coding standard, H.264/AVC.
H.264/AVC video can suffer from entire frame loss in the
event of a transmission error. This is because an entire video
frame can be encoded into a single network packet [3]. In
addition, the succeeding frames also become affected by this
error due to the spatiotemporal dependencies among
neighboring frames in H.264/AVC [5].

Error concealment at the decoder can be used in order to
reduce the effects of such errors. It requires no additional
information nor modification at the encoder side [6].
Although the recent versions of J1;f reference software
internally support error concealment algorithms, their
performance are often considered inadequate.

In the scenario of a frame loss, one cannot simply apply
simple error concealment techniques. Let us assume that
frame n of a video sequence was lost during transmission. It
is not possible to perform spatial error concealment on the
macroblocks of frame n, since it requires the data from
neighboring macroblocks on the same frame. This is due to
the fact that the whole frame is lost One of the common
techniques in temporal error concealment is the Frame Copy

(FC) method. In this technique, the pixels of the frame n-l
are duplicated onto the lost frame. The motion vectors for this
frame are set to zero. This technique may work for stationary
regions of the frame, but fails on the opposite scenario [4].
Another technique is the Motion Copy (MC) method. In this
case, the motion vectors for each macroblock of the previous
frame are projected onto the lost frame. The lost frame is
estimated using these motion vectors and an assigned
reference frame. However, MC method often results to
blocking artifacts in the concealed frame, due to the block
based prediction.

In [2], Belfore, et al. proposed an error concealment
scheme for MPEG-2 that utilizes the motion information of up
to L past frames. The underlying assumption of their work
characterizes the motion of each pixel following a linear
trajectory. For each pixel in frame n-l, a motion vector
history is generated. Starting from frame n-l, the motion
vectors of each pixel between frame n-l and frame n-2 are
recorded. The process is repeated until the Lth frame or until
the motion vectors point to a valid location. Afterwards, a
motion vector estimate is formed in order to predict frame n
from frame n-l. The predicted motion vector for each pixel in
frame n-l is taken as the average motion vector of its motion
vector history. Any pixels on frame n with no projected
motion vector will be filled by applying a median filter around
its neighborhood. The linear motion assumption has proven
to be sufficient for their purposes [2]. In [1], the motion
vectors are estimated in a similar manner with [2], but the
estimation is performed at the block level in order to reduce
computational complexity.

Several researches have used [1] and [2] as a benchmarks
for their error concealment schemes, and are commonly
referred to as CAB (concealment algorithm on blocks) and
CAp (concealment algorithm on pixels) respectively. For
example, in [8], recognizes the effective performance of CAp
but also points out that the method proposed by Belfiore, et al.
is computationally expensive, mainly because of repeated
median filtering operations. One of the proposed ideas in [8]
also estimated the motion vectors at the pixel level, however,
it is done by taking a weighted average of the motion vectors
of the macroblocks in a neighborhood. With CAB, the number
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Whe re mv"; is the motion vector used for predicting the

macroblock at (i, j) in the lost frame. mfi ,jn-L is calculated as
a weighted average of ml / Jn_I, mv ,-lJn_I , and mv:";».
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II. PROPOSED BLOCK-BASED WEIGHTED MOTION
ESTIMATION

of computations is reduced since motion vec tors are estimated
on the block level.

Whi le the above algorithms mainly cons ider the motion
vectors on the same position in the previous frames, other
algori thm s estimate the motion vec tors whose projection falls
on the currently concealed macroblock. Such an examp le can
be seen in [9]. Motion vectors are estimated from the
temporal neighbors of the frame to be concealed. For instance,
the macroblocks of frame n-l are projected onto the lost frame
n; it is possible that a macroblock in frame n may have
mult iple macroblock projections from frame n-l . The motion
vectors corresponding to these macroblocks wi ll be used to
generate an estimated motion vector. The forwar d motion
vector estimate is calculated as a weighted average of the
pertinent motion vectors. The weights correspond to the area
in pixels covered by the macroblock's projection. [10] shows
how the coverage of the projection of the extrapolated motion
vectors influence a damaged area of a corrupted frame.

In this paper, we propose an error concealment scheme
that uses the motion information in multiple previous frames.
However, unlike in [2], we also consider the influence of the
neighboring macroblocks in our motion estimation method,
since there is spatial corre lation among neighboring blocks.
Motion vec tors from the collocated macroblock, as we ll as the
macroblock on top and to the left are assigned weights relative
to their displacements in the horizontal and vertical directions,
instead of the overlapped area.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows : Section II
describes the proposed motion estimation scheme, whi le
Section III presents the experiments and results. Fina lly, a
conclusion is found in Section IV.

In eqs. (4), (5), and (6), the subscript c indicates for which
component (x or y) the weight is computed for. Hence, the
horizontal and vertical components are weighed differently.
ME_si ze indicate s the macroblock size which is kept to 16x 16
in this paper. We consider the motion of the top , left, and
collocated macroblocks wince the spatia l correlation among
them is high. The estimated motion vectors are used for
motion compensated prediction of frame n from frame n-l.
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Where ex. is a weighting factor computed as follow s:In H.264/AVC, it is possible to use multiple reference
frames in video encoding. For each macroblock, a best match
can be searched from frames other than the previo us frame .
We want to exploit this feature in order to genera te a more
accurate estimate of the motion vectors. For our experi ments,
we have set the number of reference frames L equal to 5.
Block-based approach is also used to lessen the computational
cost. We tried to compare the performance of simply taking
the average motion vector of the past L frames and assigning
different weights to each frame. Our assumption is that the
corre lation of motion information is higher for adjacent
frames than of frames with furth er temporal distance . We
assign the weights of the motion vectors with linear decay as
shown in eq. (1) . Our experiments show that assig ning
different weights is better than assigning equal we ights to the
motion vectors .
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m. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

In order to evaluate the performance of the prop ose d
algorithm we ran a te t on the following conditions. The
encoded video are in Q IT re eluti on at 30 fps. TIle numbe r
of reference frame i et to and using only 16x16 blocks
for moti on compensated predicti on. Finally, we encapsulate
each video frame int o one lice group and set the bitrate at
128000 bp . These video were then subject to a packet loss
rate of - 0. The video equence u ed for this test are Akiyo,
e arphone, oa tauard, oreman , and Iobile ,

TIle propo ed concealment al oritlun is implemented in
1M 14.2. We compare the per orman ce of our proposed
algorithm with the moti n copy meth od .

.."

. . ac.--

frame concealed by our propo ed method (c). In the Motion
Copy meth od, we can ee orne blocking artifacts typi cally
arising from conventiona l block-ba ed concealment methods.
IN our method, the blockin artifact are less visib le since we
consider the spatial orrelation 0 f nei hboring macroblocks.

TABLE I
AVERAGE PSNR fOR CONCEALED SEQUENCES

Sequence l\1otl lJll Copy Proposed
.1I.KIYO 37.06 dB 37.20 dB
CARPHONE 2921 dB :9.7-4 dB
MOBILE 2196 dB zim ea

., '"'....v, ~IO

In thi - paper we have een the potential of improving th e
performance of error con ealment by reformulating the
manner in hi h motion i e timated from a correctly
received frame to a 10 t frame . e have found that by
considering the temp oral di tance, a better motion estimate
can be formulated. In ddition, we found that the motion
information found in the ma croblock nei ghborhood can be
used to further improve the estim ted motion vector for the
lost frame. F urthermore, the arne technique may find
potential applic tion in the cal ble extension of H.264.
H.264 /SVC i al 0 c P Ie of performing motion vector
refinement at quarte r-pel re oluti n which may improve the
accuracy of the estimated m otion v ecto potentially for intra
layer and inter layer predi ction m de .

FIgure I PSNRplot ofC hone sequence

Fig. 2 Frame 33 of Carphone sequence. (a) No Error. (b) Motion Copy, (c)
Proposed method

As hown in the re ults, there I S generally an
improvement in the PSNR. Particularly in the Carphone
sequence . the propo ed algorithm wa able to realize an
impr ove ment of around _ dB for the lost frame. In addition,
the succeedin frame I 0 exhibited around IdE
improvement, howin our method' potential to suppress
error propagation.

Fis. _ how a compari on aIllong the error-free frame a),
the lost frame concealed by motion cop . (b) , and the same
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